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Authors addressed all the comments in an appropriate way and the manuscript has been improved in terms of clarity.

I would suggest to consistently report all the additional references suggested in the previous comment also in the text/refs [1, 2]. And, possibly expand them with specific examples that you can get from the experiences of the TRANSFoRm EU FP7 project [3] or the PCORnet based PORTAL network [4].


Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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**Quality of written English**
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